SPECIAL FINANCIAL HELP TO THE STAFFS OF SAMARTH SCHOOL DUE TO COVID-19/CORONA EMERGENCY
• Number of staffs/Families : 2
  – (This is for an extra two volunteer families who were missed out in the earlier proposal)
  – Total number is 11. Last time we sent the fund for 9.

• Number of persons per family : 7 to 8

• Alarming situation in Odisha
  – Govt help to reach late to poor and needy people.

• Financial amount asked for : 10,000 INR per family
  – (Total 10K x 2 = 20 K INR)

• Money to be spent on :
  • 3 Months Rations (Very much necessary food stuff)
  • 2 Months sanitizers/Handwash/Soap/Dettol/Mask/Gloves/Finyle

• Total money claimed : 20,000 INR

• Ananda jee would provide signed acknowledgement letters from each family that everything has been delivered.

• Votes taken (Austin Chapter) :
  – 8 Unanimous votes in favor